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Provides the information about new approaches to primary organ structure (blood) and a technique of health 
improvement of the person by changing element structure of Blood (cloning), the main element of blood is gold.
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At the cloning there is a recreation of ele-
ments. It is the same element, but «More quali-
tative». At fi rst there was primary Na. After 
cloning there is a Na-polyester, i.e. is Na with 
another colouring system, i.e. the process ca-
pable to create «great of the simple» proceeds 
at cloning. 

Primary sodium (Na) is a terrestrial struc-
ture. In a clone it gives itself in higher clean-
liness «Na’» at the expense of reconstructing 
primary Na being the basis.

Na’ possesses more powerful interaction 
with the solar energy. The more pure an ele-
ment (Na), is the more powerful it is in solar 
energy reception.

At following cloning interaction of Na-pri-
mary and Na’ will give Na”. I.e. the system of 
compound is a clarifi cation. Primary Na does 
not exist anymore, it has reacted with Na’ and 
all its actions have thus ended. 

There was primary Na, then Na burnt = Na’ 
(a clone №1) was added. To Na’ Nab’ was add-
ed = Na’’. Following clone Na’’ will is being 
burned and we’ll get Na’’ + Na’’burnt = patrix. 
Napatrix + Napatrix(burnt) = Namatrix. 

Patrix is a clone of new action, i.e. the pri-
mary Na does not give the Matrix and Patrix, 
they given by process of consecutive cloning.

Na-primary was weak as it was in opera-
tion. At the expense of addition of ashes food 
is given to it, sodium ashes enters into primary 
sodium, its «mentality» varies, i.e. the shift 
system where weak Na has lost in the force 
of Na (burnt) is formed. To primary Na food 
of a solar energy from Na (burnt) is given. To 
primary Na new energy infl ow from different 
directions is given, i.e. it «bathes» in it. Before 
a cloning it had been weak, could not create 
optimum reception of energy. There is loosen-
ing of Na in «craters», other structure creates.

If primary Na in blood of the person were 
in an ideal, it would be not necessary to re-
construct. We admit Na is pure without blood 
clots. Its force had been spent too much, i.e. 
one of many works for four or fi ve elements 
(which have left in blood clots). I.e. if Na was 
not in connection, it had been overload for 
those elements which were not in cleanliness. 
But if it was in connection it has not fi nished. 
Drink venous blood – its (element) feeding, i.e. 
cultivation itself! It is necessary for an element 

which had been working for others because it 
is hardly live. To Na which is in a blood clot is 
only slightly sucking the «I» out from some-
thing (slightly), because it is in a blood clot. 
And in one (drinking venous blood) and in oth-
er (taking ashes) cases it eats, but differently. It 
has become stronger.

Drinking of venous blood gives a food to 
separate elements and that one’s in blood clots, 
So, initial Na is not Na cloned for the fi fth time. 
It is a new element.

Will names of elements change after its 
recreating? 

Yes, but a basis is D.I. Mendeleyev peri-
odic system that will give new sprouts.

Future is a creation of the volume table of 
D.I. Mendeleyev, it is our task today!

Having created artifi cial blood in 8-9 clon-
ing, people will water the plants.

For example, you water a bulb, you grow it 
up then feed it to someone and it will be their 
feed Blood (element structure). But it is better 
to take burnt seeds again – there will be a veg-
etable or fruit cloned by their blood.

Each person will have own vegetable and 
tree (the clone watered). It is own products for 
everyone. But if you treat someone to fruit you 
will present a part of your blood.

Every morning if you wash the water 
cloned by blood ashes, your smile will always 
be happy! Such force there a clone 7-8 will be. 
Na has already the posterity twice.

People will exchange the ashes blood. To 
someone you give, and from it take. It forms 
development of own elements of blood.

The person is a constant reaction to some-
thing. To do something is organism reaction 
too.

So, its reaction is the head of all in the per-
son.

1. Reaction is an infl uence of elements of 
blood on brain (blood on brain).

2. Reaction is a result of infl uence of brain 
on a body (brain on a body).

3. Reaction is a formation as a result of the 
action of new elements of blood.

Reaction is an interaction of different 
structures in chemistry, the physicist, genetics 
etc. in unity. The person is all sciences in unity. 
Chemistry, physics, genetics, a gene, result 
developments of a human society etc. It turns 
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out: for the sake of the person it is created as a 
whole planet the Earth. The most perfect crea-
tion on the Earth is a human being!

Through blood of the person the communi-
cation with the system of reasonable big force 
energy is carries out. Blood is a system that is 
called life for the sake of a life. If person does 
not have blood – he does not have a life.

Blood is a life reactor for everyone. The 
reactor is a basis for all and to all!!! Con-
cept «The element structure of blood» – is 
various variants of a combination of person 
possibilities.

Those people who have integrity of a 
chemical compound of elements of blood are 
«Complete» people, healthy and in develop-
ment. If the person has a maximum quantity 
elements of blood (integrity of a number), that 
means the person accurately forms the pur-
poses and accurate carries it out, i.e. develops 
himself to the level which has been given him. 
Each person goals on the Earth are defi ned by 
element structure of blood.

Elements of person blood should be all in 
unity and at once, each of them carries the mis-
sion out. Elements are subdivided to destination:

1 – metals: 2 – gases; 3 – nonmetals; 4 
those elements that turns to a blood clot be-
cause the connections which have got to blood; 
5 – those elements that break blood clots; 6 – 
those elements, that divide all substances into 
connections etc.

Activity of elements depends on their con-
stant action. But, some are medium or powerful 
force. The table on blood chemical elements it 
is necessary to make else this:

1 – metals – small on nuclear weight 
(lithium, beryllium, sodium, magnesium, alu-
minium, potassium, calcium...) – metals before 
gold;

2 – nonmetals (a pine forest, carbon, sili-
con, phosphorus, sulphur);

3 – gases – hydrogen (hydrogen, nitrogen, 
oxygen, fl uorine, chlorine, helium, a neon, ar-
gon, krypton, xenon, radon...);

4 – metals which easily incorporate to oxy-
gen, metals easily oxidized (Lithium, sodium, 
potassium, rubidium, caesium...);

5 – metals that break blood clots (mercury, 
lead...);

6 – metals that divide all substances and 
connections. They are «fi ghters for develop-
ment» (manganese, magnesium, potassium, 
tin, iron, cobalt...).

There is a fi ghter «Manganese». It incor-
porates to Barium. It gives concept «well» 
and «Badly» to the person. Well – manganese 
is pure. Badly – manganese has incorporated 
to barium. If the elements that are located in 
the table before gold incorporate there can be 
concept «Badly» only, and if the elements af-

ter gold incorporate there is a concept «well» 
and making correct decisions to action. Asso-
ciation of elements before gold and elements 
after gold is a formation of possibility to make 
a choice between good and bad.

If the elements after gold are only unite 
the person comprehension of own greatness is 
formed. This is a condition of revaluation of 
self-importance. Usually after such condition 
deep depression begins. It is hard to break a 
blood clot of the «overglory». This is a condi-
tion of “high fl ight», but actually there is no 
present development.

Understanding functioning of each element 
of blood of the person, we are approaching to 
understanding of the whole world.

Gold is the centre of reception of solar en-
ergy to blood of the person. When a person dies 
all elements in blood go out, because the main 
element gold does not submit a solar energy 
to it. Main energetic has disconnected system 
from energy feeding. The soul is the energy 
of a mind. It loses, when communication with 
heavens breaks off. To the person an energy for 
elements goes through the gold. If the program 
registered to the person is executed then giving 
solar energy to the gold is disconnected. It is 
the law of the world creation of the human on 
the Earth.

People! Protect gold of blood is a source 
of life.

How to protect gold to the person during 
lifetime?

1. Do not worry about another person. Eve-
ryone has the brain, and can’t live by another’s 
brain. Everyone creates it’s own «I». What is 
«I»? It is quantity of gold in blood (this is main 
thing). If the blood of one is at another then it 
is already a blood clone, such people by birth 
are like twins. It is uniform on structure of ele-
ments blood. This blood can be drunk by each 
other and feel only delight and pleasure in an 
ideal. It is necessary to feed blood. Blood is a 
force, which is necessary to support.

2. Especially protect gold from chemistry.
3. The X-ray is a switching-off gold from 

energy of the sun for an instant completely, as 
short circuit. It shouldn’t be done.

4. The ultrasound (ultrasonic) is a fast wave 
of a current. It is easier than the X-ray but is a 
shock for the person. The pre-natal ultrasonic 
is madness!!!

5. If we give to ourselves an electric cur-
rent, creating the electromagnetic fi eld, blood 
metals will reach for an electric current, not to 
the gold. That is the same if we try to «feed» 
«children of the gold» with other kind of ener-
gy. Gold will not forgive this. Gold will refuse 
to feed with their energy, and for life the person 
will feed them with other energy that is weaker 
a million times. If you start to feed the blood 
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elements with electric energy you mustn’t ever 
stop doing it.

If you stop to feed elements of blood with 
electric energy, they will lose the force, and 
gold will never feed them. They will be stran-
gers on energy. These elements of blood will 
be thrown, i.e. gold will not feed them, and 
feeding them with electric energy will bother 
person.

6. Gold mustn’t be cut! To cut it is to di-
vide it into pieces. It occurs at saving from 
clinical death with electric blow. If force of an 
electric current is several times much stronger 
then energy of gold of the person he as though 
will revive, but gold will break up. I.e. elec-
tric blow in heart splits gold and in the future 
organs which eat through certain elements of 
blood will receive an unbalanced power food, 
as gold particles at blow of electroshock turn 
out the different sizes. Large ones still work, 
small – do not. Gold splinters do not incorpo-
rate among themselves. So splinter is (a shock 
from a current) – so there will be a life and 
health of the person who has revived from an 
electroshock. If gold break up into very small 
pieces there is a time revival, if gold break up 
into the big pieces there is a life yet. Person life 
depends on gold in his blood!

How to increase concentration of gold in 
blood?

These are positive emotions for that: love, 
pleasure, laughter, kindness.

Let’s start from the main thing: the love is a 
pleasure of reciprocal feelings. This concept – 
you are necessary to someone very much, it is 
very strong feeling! It is great pleasure of that 
comprehension, that the given person is neces-
sary to you.

Gold transformation in blood of the person:
1. The love for a child is a formation and 

growth of gold of the microscopic size.
Tenderness to the child gives «back» for 

a birth of new atoms of gold. Love Children! 
They are backs for formation of new atoms of 
gold.

2. The love to the family is a quantity of 
gold grows on those backs, which were gen-
erated from love for children. Without it, i.e. 
without love to children there can’t be love to 
Native (gold growth).

3. Gold is a love to everybody and to all!
4. The love between a man and a woman 

makes gold more brightly and saturated, i.e. 
the force of reception of solar energy increas-
es. Love of sex is strengthening gold functions, 
but not weights.

So: the love can be different: memory and 
creative.

One + another = perfection of gold in 
blood of the person, perfection of the person 
as Persons.

What if the person does not love children? 
These people are made destitute by structure of 
the gold. They are people, whose gold growth 
is not formed on a life at all. These people were 
born with the certain structure of the gold giv-
en in a birth and also die with it. Remember: 
gold grows from

«Backs». «Backs» are a paternity and 
motherhood. The paternity is power in big gold 
outgrowths. Motherhood is true «backs» in a 
gold germ!

Therefore the paternity and motherhood 
are the most important acts on the Earth. It is 
gold growth in blood of the person. The civi-
lization future depends on quantity of atomic 
and molecular structure of gold. No birth of 
children – no future (there is no development 
of structure of gold in the future blood).

The barrenness reason is a consequence of 
chemistry – formation of blood clots in blood, 
which do not give a food to a germ. Basical-
ly, the God gives conception by everything, 
but there is no present bearing, 2-3 days – 
and germ is gone. There is a concept – 
«I am infertile». It is not so. There is no pre-
sent cleanliness of blood, it is in Blood clots. 
Create a clone of 4-5 times and there will 
be a happiness of motherhood. Any physi-
cal deviations in a uterus will escape. There 
will be a strong blood (without blood clots), 
everybody will give birth, who couldn’t 
give birth!

What occurs to gold at cloning?
Structures of atom of gold vary depending 

on a cloning serial number.

  A pyramid – atomic structure of 

gold in blood of the person;

 Atomic structure of gold after the 

fi rst cloning;

 Atomic structure of gold after the 

second cloning; 

 Atomic structure of gold after 

the third cloning;

 Atomic structure of gold after 

the fourth cloning.
«Gold» after cloning does new by «me» to 

itself, i.e. gathers in an asterisk.Gold after clon-
ing makes a new molecule of gold. Another’s 
clone – Another’s gold, It already the, i.e. at 
repeated cloning of «gold» – full is full. One 
shines, another – shines less, the third – shines 
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less. At each person gold incorporates in the 
molecule.

Own «gold» creates an outgrowth of at-
oms, i.e. the light (Figure) is created.

New kind of a molecule of gold, 
that in a clone

How the molecule of gold of the subse-
quent cloning differs from the previous?

New one’s more active, i.e. in structure of 
atom it increase by 1 whole, i.e. by 2 times, 
by 3 times, in 4 time – the weight of gold in-
creases. «Gold reserve» is a life molecule. Not 
the form varies, but force of interaction with 
the solar energy varies. At the expense of what 
this force of interaction varies? It is the burnt 
and cooled system, i.e. gold had been cleaned, 
cooled and it has given a new charge. It is sys-
tem the Earth – the Sun, i.e. it has been left on 
light that was in darkness.

After 15-20 clones the fi rst-born atom of 
gold will be closed by new formations.

Organ which is a transplant, why does not 
it get accustomed in other body?

Using the transplants taken from dead peo-
ple in a new body forms cells destroying own 
cells. The person use a transplant from the dead 
person, does not live long because the organ of 
the dead should be buried. There goes a con-

cept «different energy». One’s for the native 
cells, another’s for alien organ, it’s an alien, 
two diverse energy cannot exist in one person.

To the person who has received an organ 
«in a gift from another» the death comes be-
cause two reasons: the allogenic organ dies; the 
person who has transplant organ dies.

The allogenic organ is an action of allo-
genic blood in other body. The body gives it 
their blood, but, the allogenic organ had a de-
velopment in other blood and to accept new 
ones means killing itself. Another body (which 
the organ was taken) has own force of a mag-
net. Development of organs of each person de-
pends on magnet action. Each person has his 
own force of an attraction on Earth. And each 
human organ is created for «one force of an at-
traction – the point». As «magnet» under the 
land it holds people. Where you are there your 
magnet is.

When the person is dead there is no mag-
net, and its action should be transferred to other 
«magnet».

One force of a magnet pulls another which 
is already dead. I.e. in a body of the person 
there is an organ, its force of a magnet (force of 
a life) had been killed, but there is no rest for it, 
i.e. a part of force of an attraction in operation.

The dead person which organ has been 
transplanted to another is neither live nor dead. 
The channel of a human life is not closed. 
There is a program failure on distribution of 
energy of the Heavens.

The solar energy makes organ work on that 
body which is no. And a new body, to which 
the organ has been replaced, cannot rejoice be-
cause energy of a life goes in organ and from it 
in a body of the dead person.

The person a constantly in depression, con-
stantly think about the one who has died. It is 
terrible to carry «organ of the dead person» in-
side. It is a tipping over of energies of two peo-
ple: live and dead. The force of live one is big, 
but there is a continuous communication with 
dead one making a power tipping over. Each 
person only energy is intended. Both persons 
should be live: the one who gives organ and the 
one who takes it.


